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The phone rings and the offer is made, leaving you only seconds to decide. Betray your country, or
watch your family drop dead before your eyes.After the Iron Curtainâ€™s collapse, Russia appears
to be finished as a superpower. But KGB general Vasily Karpov is secretly working to restore
Russiaâ€™s status by forcing Americans into traitorous acts of espionage and sabotage, with the
aid of a new secret weapon. Meanwhile, his biggest target is within Russia, where Karpov is plotting
to capture the Kremlin for himself.Former US soldier and spy Alex Ferris becomes the first to fathom
Karpovâ€™s grand plans. Racing from San Francisco to Siberia, Alex must elude ambushes,
assassins, and death from exposure as he wages a one-man war against a growing global threat
and the resurgence of the Soviets.Revised edition: This edition of Coercion includes editorial
revisions.
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Alex Ferris worked for the CIA, but he left that business to take on the job of being an International
Private Investigator. But that job isn't working out the best for him. He struggles to earn enough
money to make life pleasant.But all that changes one day. He receives a phone call that his twin

brother needs his help. He flies to San Francisco to see what the problem is and finds his brother
dead in his apartment from an apparent self inflicted gunshot to the head. Alex doesn't buy it
though. His brother is not the type to commit suicide even when things are going poorly.But the
evidence is against him. But Alex decide s investigate. What he digs up is an international disaster
waiting to happen. It appears that a small group within the Soviet Union is doing their best to build
an Economic Empire by stealing Intellectual property from U.S. companies and taking it to Russia
where they plan to one up the U.S. and present the world with cutting edge patent's that will bring
Economic Success to Russia.To do this though there is plenty murder, intrigue, cold war strategy,
poison pills that cause people to turn on their own government and way of life and in the long run a
plot to assassinate Mikhail Gorbachev so that General Vasily Karpov can become the new
President of Russia and make millions of dollars and propel Russia to the top of the World's
Economic charts.Can Alex Ferris, ex-CIA, be the power that will bring all of this to the world's
attention and rip apart a plan that is monstrous?From San Francisco to Moscow to Siberia the
chase will be amazing, the acts of heroism unbelievable and the eventual outcome not assured at
all until the last page is turned.
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